SWING

Jeff Wood, 902 Barrie Ave. Tallahassee, Fl. 32303    email: wood@talstar.com
Music by Trace Adkins
Choreo by Jeff Wood
Sequence: B A B C A B C *A D Bridge *A B *D End
Intro: Wait 16 Beats

A: 2- EZ Challenge Steps (*A= 4 times to each wall, ¼ turn on triple)

DS DB(xib), ST, DB(xib), ST, DB (xib), ST, DS(xib), DS(xib), DS(xib), RS
L  R  L  R  L  R  L  R  L  R  L  R

B: 1-MJ/Joey/Fancy Double

DS DS(xib) R, HL pull (pivot 360) S, RS, DS, DS, RS
L  R  L  R  L  RL  R  L  RL

DS(ot)-BALL(xib)-BALL(ot)-BALL(ot)-BALL(xib)-BALL(ot)-BALL(xib)-BALL(ot)-STEP
R  L  R  L  R  L  R

DS, DS, RS, RS
L  R  LR  LR

C: 3- Scotty Potty's/Stomp Double (3/4 quarter turns right for 1st two, ½ turn right for 3rd)/Baby Heel Switch

DS, Db(over), Db(out), R, OUT, Stomp, DS, DS, RS
L  R  R  R  L&R  R  L  R  LR

DS, DS, Flange, Heel, Heel, Up
L  R  LR  LR  L

D: 4-Gallop (*D= 2 Gallops Turn ½ to front and back)

DS (XIB), Hop, Toe Ball, Hop, Toe Ball, BALL, Chug, RS, DS, DS, RS (1/4 on each)
L  R  LL  R  LL  R  L  LR  L  RL  L  RL

Bridge:
Push Back/Simone Stomp/ Karate Rock and Triple Turn
DB PUSH Back Slide, Step, DB PUSH BACK, Slide, STEP
L  L  R  L  R  R  L  R

DS, DS, STOMP, STOMP, Drag, Slide
L  R  LR  R  BOTH FEET

DS, Kick (Turn 1/2 L), RS, Kick, DS, DS, DS, RS
L  R  RL  R  R  LR  LR

Triple Turn/Fancy Double
DS, DS, Heel (Spin ½ Right) Step, DS, DS, RS, RS (To Each Wall)
L  L  R  L  R  LR  LR
(On Last Spin Step Go Straight in to Part *A – no fancy double)

End: Stomp , Stomp (Swing Arms, like holding a baseball bat)